


Since our inception in 1962, CEMCO has been designing equipment and providing 
solutions in a variety of industrial applications. CEMCO's unique corporate culture 
sets it apart from other manufacturing companies.  Our team of employees takes pride 
in our customer service, our quality and the consistent performance of our products.  
CEMCO offers full scale engineering, CAD drafting services, a large capacity machine 
shop, CNC, robotic and computer automated custom metal fabrication as well as built 
to specification industrial equipment manufacturing services.

Over 25% of CEMCO's employees have been with the company for longer 
than 10 years.  Departments within the company communicate well and 
work together as a single team. They bring together hundreds of years 
of experience to solve problems, strengthen designs, improve quality 
and provide service to our customers.  CEMCO has a family of experts in 
mining, engineering, fabrication, machining, CNC, aggregate processing, 
power / energy production, agriculture and custom manufacturing.



"My first recollection of being part of the construction 
industry is riding on a cable operated Caterpillar 
dozer.  Probably a D6.  Hands over my ears, it was 
noisy for a 6 year old.  My first recollection of safety 
was when my father, Mason Hise, told me not to 
rub the wool rag together, as it could cause a spark 
which would be disastrous when we were washing 
engine parts in solvent. 

I am the second generation owner of CEMCO, a 
business that presently manufactures Vertical Shaft 
Impact crushers and other specialty equipment.
As a family we were always in the construction or mining business.  After WWII ended, my father 
came home from England where he had met my mother and went to work with his brother in highway 
construction.  My mother and I arrived in America in January 1947.  I had the good fortune to grow up 
in construction camps alongside highway projects that were ongoing in the wild west at that time. In the 
late 1940's our Country was in the infancy of beginning the Interstate highway system.

My father was an entrepreneur and was always looking for an opportunity to own a business that he 
could direct and grow.  That opportunity came in 1962 with the purchase of a fledgling repair service 
company that came up for sale.  Mason purchased the business, known then as Crusher Service 
Company.  We were a repair company that specialized in rebuilding crusher rolls and jaw plates.   The 
very first year of operation was extremely difficult, as resources were tight, and the work was hard.  My 
Mother was the office staff, secretary, accountant, and payroll person.  My Father and I were the only 
reliable full time help.  And sometimes I am sure my Father wondered about me.  We had challenges of 
servicing the customers across the fifth largest state in the Country, New Mexico.  To do so required the 
dare to purchase service trucks and hire people to work on their own in remote job sites.  There were 
successes and failures as we slowly grew.  

Toward the end of the 60's it became apparent that the processes of producing roadway material had to 
change due to the intense amount of labor and cost of the compression crushing methods being used.  
This demand of change caused us to seek out a solution to the problem of creating chips and fines 
more readily for the highway contractors.   Our solution was a Vertical Shaft Impact crusher.  We built 
the first one in 1967 and endured through the development process of trial and error.  The first Turbo 

crusher was sold in 1969 and is still in service.

Here I am today, located in a 144,000 sq. ft. facility sitting 
on 23 acres of property.  I have a solid team armed with 
state of the art technology...and you know what?  We 
can make anything"

Neil R Hise
President / Owner



CEMCO, Inc. has been a supplier of equipment & service 
to some of the top aggregate producers for over 50 years 
and is recognized in the industry as the premier manufacturer 
of Vertical Shaft Impact (VSI) crushers.  Through superior 
service, heavy duty design, outstanding quality, and innovative 
solutions, CEMCO has established itself as a global leader in 
the aggregate industry.   

Diminishing resources are one of the major problems in today's energy 
industry.  Uranium mines can use CEMCO's large capacity crushers with 
high throughput for processing or diluting raw ore prior to the refining 
process.  CEMCO's line of vertical shaft impact crushers consume less 
power and produce the specific particle size gradation required for coal 
processing in power plants by modernizing the process of refining raw 
"run of mine" coal and bituminous waste "Gob" coal for fluidized bed 
combustion.    

Uranium, gold, copper and coal are just a few examples of materials 
that are processed though CEMCO VSI's to achieve the product 
gradation required by a customer's specific refining process.  
CEMCO has the world's largest multiple VSI installation located in 
the 3rd largest gold mine in the world.  This operation processes 
1.3 million tons per month and has been using CEMCO's crushers 
24 hours a day / 7 days a week for over 20 years.



CEMCO has been providing innovative solutions for a variety of recycling 
applications.  Our products are used in the recycling of cement, glass, 
ceramic tile, drywall, brick, roofing tiles, copper slag and steel slag.  
In order for recycling operations to be economically viable, their cost 
of operation must be low.  CEMCO offers a number of portable and 
stationary crushing systems that are easy to maintain and highly energy 
efficient. 

Modern day agricultural producers depend upon hundreds of hired 
laborers to meet critical crop processing deadlines.  Changes in 
immigration laws and new guidelines on human contaminates in 
crops make labor shortages the greatest threat to today's agricultural  
industry.  CEMCO is working to develop a wide range of computer 
automated solutions to alleviate these problems.  CEMCO's Crop 
Thinning Machine uses state of the art optical technology to regulate 
plant spacing with the use of a single operator and tractor.

CEMCO offers full scale engineering services, a large capacity 
machining operation, CNC, robotic welding and computer automated 
custom metal fabrication.  With a combination of teamwork and talent, 
CEMCO manufactures products for a variety of different companies.  
We meet tight production deadlines with the highest quality standards 
and service.



At CEMCO, our goal is to provide you with the best quality, in-house,  manufacturing methods 
including CNC machining, robotic welding, aggressive quality control and extensive post 
sale support.  Wear parts, designed and sold by CEMCO, adhere to CEMCO's strict quality 
specifications.  Through continuously funded wear resistance research and development, we are 
constantly striving to reduce our customers operating costs.  CEMCO takes pride in providing 
quality customer service and will always go the extra mile to help customers solve problems.

CEMCO's success has been the result of a great team of dedicated, creative, and hard 
working individuals.  CEMCO's outstanding employee retention demonstrates the Company's 
commitment to providing it's employees with an enjoyable, safe, and professional workplace.  
Currently CEMCO employs approximately 40 great individuals with a combined 300+ years of 
manufacturing knowledge.

% of Employees Length of service
17% 20+ years
41% 10+ years
21% 5+ years



"The CEMCO VSI Crusher has dramatically increased our production and 
value thereof, while also adding years to our base of available reserves.  This 
has all been achieved at a cost per ton which I feel is quite low given the over-
all benefits of the machine. From the initial setup of our crusher, to program-
ming the drive, to days of on-site support (and hours of off-site support over 
the phone), you (CEMCO) have taken product support to a level that I believe 
to be unprecedented in this industry."

Metroplex Sand & Gravel
Fort Worth, TX

"We have never received less that a top quality product from CEMCO. We are 
very satisfied with their service. Any time we have a problem they are very 
helpful and friendly and we receive parts or assistance in a timely manner."

Glacial Sand & Gravel
Jonesville, MI

"Thanks to CEMCO and staff for their hands-on training with the Glass Gator.  
I am happy to report in the past four months we have successfully ground over 
five thousand pounds of glass product - color separated.  I’d like to thank all of 
the staff at CEMCO for a quality glass grinder."

City Solid Waste & Recycling
Los Lunas, NM

"CEMCO always has their parts in inventory & will ship however requested. I 
don't remember ever having a part or casting on backorder.
CEMCO will go above and beyond the call of duty.  I wish more of our manu-
facturers were as good to deal with."

The G.W. Van Kepple Company
Tulsa, OK



  140,000 ft2 Productive Floor Space
  7,500 ft2 Paint Booth & Sandblasting Facility
  22' x 22' Overhead Doors
  23 Acre Facility
  300 ton Horizontal Press
  1,000 ton 20' Horizontal Press
  800 ton Press Brake
  Iron Worker
  5 ton overhead hoists (4)
  1-3 ton hoists (12)
  Heavy Duty 50 ton Grove Crane
  Test Facility
  Ballistics Lab

CEMCO Capacity

  SolidWorks
  Linear and Non-Linear Analysis
  Static and Dynamic Analysis
  Design Simulation & Validation
  AutoCAD
  3-D Modeling
  Drafting and Design
  AGGFLOW
  Gradation Analysis, Laboratory and 
Comprehensive Library

  Vibration Analysis

Engineering



Machine Tool Machine Capacity
Mori Seiki MV80B (CNC) 98"x32"x37"
New Century VBM (CNC) 56" diameter x 60"

Leadwell MCV-2200 (CNC) 95"x38"x40"
Kuraki KV1000 (CNC) 55"x24"x29"

Mori Seiki SL-25B (CNC) 10" diameter x 36" CC
DoAll Vertical Band Saw 18"x24"

Partner Knee Mill 60"x11"x18"
Giddings & Lewis HBM 74"x36"x72"

Kitamura H600B HMC (CNC) 40”x32”x30”
Poreba Lathe 36" diameter x 216" CC
Tarnow Lathe 20" diameter x 120" CC
Tarnow Lathe 22" diameter x 120" CC

Select Knee Mills (2) 50"x9"
Davis Keyseater 1-1/4" width
Hyd-Mech Saw 10"

  8' X 20' Plasma cutter
  Robot Welder (6 axis with rotating positioners 
and 6' range)

  Pulse Welding Machines
  Flux Core Arc Welding Machines
  A36 Plate 5/8” thick x 10’ wide Plate Roll

Machine Shop

Fabrication



Neil Hise
President

Neil has been with the company for over 50 years and has 
been president since 1980.  Prior to assuming the role of 
President, Neil served as our Vice President from 1968 - 1980.  
Neil holds four U.S. Patents on VSI related technologies 
and has been published and recognized in numerous trade 
publications.  Neil studied Civil Engineering at the University 
of New Mexico and is a Vietnam Veteran.

Ty Juana Hise
Chief Executive Officer

Jennifer Hise
Vice President

Ty has served as our Chief Executive Officer since February 2007.  
Prior to assuming the role of C.E.O., Ty served as CEMCO's Chief 
Financial Officer from 1983-2007.  Ty's community activities include 
serving as a board member of the Association of Commerce and 
Industry (ACI).  Ty has served as ACI's Chairperson and was 
appointed by NM State Governor Gary Johnson to the State of 
New Mexico's Worker Compensation Advisory Council (1995-
2003).  Ty was also a member of the Worker Compensation Task 
Force (1990).

Jennifer has served as Vice President since February 1, 2002.  
Prior to joining CEMCO, Jennifer served as Plant Manager for 
TXI Red River where she directed sand and gravel dredging 
operations.  Jennifer has over 15 years of experience in 
managing aggregate and manufacturing operations.  Jennifer 
holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Mining Engineering from 
the NM Institute of Mining and Technology.






